
Stay-at-home-Dad
Tim Gouw
22,99 euro
paperback
11 april 2023

In The Stay-at-Home Father, Tim Gouw takes the reader along in his 
personal story. 

• How does Tim's environment view his decision? 
• To what extent do his approach and insights differ from those of 

stay-at-home mothers? 

The stay-at-home father confronts and shows which (pre)judgments
we still have when it comes to pregnancy, upbringing and the care of 
our children. But above all, it is a hymn to parenthood: whether you
are a father or mother. - an important book on parenting written from
a male perspective - unique voice in the emancipation debate



That doesn’t happen at our place
Beau Oldenburg
20,99 euro
paperback
april 2023

Belittling, ignoring, berating or kicking: bullying takes many different 
forms and it certainly does not only occur among children. One in eight
employees (500,000 employees!) is a victim of bullying in the
workplace every year, online bullying is rampant and in care homes, 
exclusion and mockery among residents is no exception. 

It doesn't matter whether you are a student, employee or resident of a 
residential care center: being bullied puts you at greater risk of 
psychological, physical and social problems. Bullies and their so-called
assistants so often ruin the lives of their victims, but also experience all
kinds of negative consequences of their behavior. This book shows the
different roles, situations and patterns within bullying behaviour. 
Through personal stories and scientific insights, bullying in all its forms
is exposed. 

An up-to-date book about a topic that touches everyone.



Shark Heroes
Sophie van der Stap
17,99 euro
gebonden
2 december 2022

We find them fascinating and especially very scary: sharks. What not
many people know is that we need sharks. They are indispensable to
the survival of the seas and they continue to amaze people. For 
example, do you know why sharks like to swim to a cleaning station? Or 
that they already swam in the time before the dinosaurs and have 
countless superpowers? 

Sophie van der Stap has been fascinated by sharks from an early age. 
She swam with sharks in several places and discovered that they are 
not dangerous, but are in danger themselves, and that they desperately
need our help. In Shark Heroes she uses bizarre facts and heroic sea
protectors - captains, deep-sea divers and modern mermaids - to show 
that sharks are the real heroes of the seas. But above all she wants to
help these beautiful animals and all life in the sea. 
• approx. 100 million sharks are killed annually
• many shark species are endangered species

Cover to follow





BACK TO THE PLASTIC AGE
All About a Soupy Mess & Young Heroes
September 2022
Plastic Soup Foundation

How do we explain this to our children? That we have a very big 
bubble wrap problem. Not a nice message, stupid story. But we're
going to tell you anyway. 

The Plastic Soup Foundation introduced themselves to this quest
and take children to the distant future, where the plastic problem
has long been a thing of the past. 

An archaeologist tells his neighbor children about the plastic age, 
the time in which we now live. With the help of colorful finds you
learn with amazement and pleasure (yes, really) about the story 
behind plastic. And there is hope! The book takes you around the
world and tells about young heroes who have risen up to tackle 
the plastic problem. You learn what they have done to make the
world a bit more beautiful and healthier.



CONQUER YOUR FATIGUE
AFTER COVID AND CANCER AND IN CHRONIC CONDITIONS
ANNEMARIEKE FLEMING

Get your hands on a tested and practical tool to reduce your 
fatigue – a new tool which in essence is as old as the world. 
Rebuild your energy reserves, as a precondition for regaining a 
life with ‘more hours in the day’. This step is often skipped by 
practitioners, who tend to focus on build-up of exercise and 
activity level straightaway. Get started with the accessible 
method described in this book, and feel hope returning: the 
hope that you, too, will be able to conquer your fatigue! 

A grounded and tested solution to the despair of so many who 
feel fatigued 

DUTCH EDITION: 
3RD PRINTING (6.000 COPIES) WITHIN FIVE MONTHS




